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OFFICE OF RACING INTEGRITY 
 

HARNESS RACING STEWARDS REPORT 

 

CLUB: TASMANIAN TROTTING CLUB 

DATE: 13TH March 2022 TRACK: FINE 

WEATHER:  GOOD  

STEWARDS:  

 

R BROWN (CHAIRMAN) 

R NEAL (PANEL) 

J GLEESON (PANEL) 

C ELLSON (PANEL/DATA) 

D LUTRELL (INSPECTIONS) 

E DUNBABIN (SWABS) 

 

 

VETERINARY SURGEON: 

STARTER: 

DR M BUCKERFIELD 

A EMERY 

 

Trainers with multiple runners engaged in any race were questioned as to their intended driving 

tactics. 

 

 
RACE 1 – TEAM TEAL CHARITY GOLF DAY 18TH MARCH 2YO PACE– 1609 METRES 

 

MARV DREAMING broke shortly after the start and has been placed out of the draw in 

future mobile barrier races. 

 

BLINGS ON FIRE raced greenly in the score up. 

 

DUKES CHOICE was restrained after the start. 

 

HERES HENRY showed gate speed to race outside the leader early before restraining to a 

trailing position. 

 

MARV DREAMING tired to be beaten in excess of 106 metres and has been stood down 

until completion of a satisfactory requalifying trial. 

 
RACE 2 – TASMANIAN EQUINE VETERINARY SERVICES PACE– 2090 METRES 

 

FORGOT THE WALLET showed gate speed and was caught three wide early before 

working to the lead. 

 

The outside rein of KRISTAL became detached shortly after the start placing driver T Rattray 

at a disadvantage and KRISTAL shifted in and severely checked MISSIN ROCK racing to 

the first turn.  

 

KRISTAL was captured by the clerk of the course and was retired from the event.  Stewards 

inspected the gear which was of good quality however the rein had become undone. At a 
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subsequent inquiry trainer T Rattray was fined the sum of $200 for presenting KRISTAL to 

race in insecure gear. 

 

Racing toward the 400 metres VONNS ANGEL shifted up the track momentarily. Driver T 

Ford (STAROFREMEMBRANCE) was spoken to advisedly regarding the circumstances of 

her horse progressing forward and touching the wheel of VONNS ANGEL flattening its tyre 

in this incident. 

 
RACE 3 – TASMANIAN HORSE TRANSPORT PACE– 1609 METRES 
 

MICKEY OH was held up and unable to secure a clear run to the finish. 

 

ULTIMATE ME NZ was held up until gaining clear running toward the finish  

 

KICK IT TO JACK was held up until gaining clear running toward the finish 

 

THE DUDE NZ was held up in the vital stages. 

 

After beginning satisfactorily THE DUDE NZ has been reinstated in the mobile barrier draw. 
 

 

RACE 4 – CASCADE DRAUGHT PACE– 2090 METRES 

 

HICKSTEAD NZ was out of position at the start. At a subsequent inquiry driver J Chibnall 

was fined the sum of $100 after pleading guilty to charge of failing to maintain her barrier 

position until the start was effected. 

 

THE DEMOCRAT tired from the 600 metres to be beaten in excess of 62 metres and has 

been placed on its last chance to race competitively. 

 

AHA REACTION NZ was inconvenienced when THE DEMOCRAT commenced to tire at 

the 600 metre mark. 

 

SOMEDAN underwent a post-race veterinary examination after tiring to be beaten in excess 

of 110 metres. No abnormalities were detected and SOMEDAN has been stood down until 

the completion of a satisfactory requalifying trial.  

 

Driver J Duggan (CHASING CHEETAHS) was fined the sum of $200 after pleading guilty 

to a charge of using his whip with more than a wrist only flicking motion. 

 

 
RACE 5 – TASMANIAN LABOR ERIC REECE MEMORIAL HEAT ONE– 2090 METRES 
 

Racing down the back straight on the first occasion IDEN REACTOR which was pulling 

hard contacted the rear of the sulky of GRAPHITE STRIDE placing driver N Jack at a 

disadvantage which resulted in GRAPHITE STRIDE contacting the rear of the sulky of 

IDEN MISS LUCY and breaking and then locking wheels with RESURGENT REBEL. After 

taking into account IDEN REACTOR’s racing manners in this incident Stewards stood down 

IDEN REACTOR until the completion of a satisfactory requalifying trial. 

 

IDEN BLACK PRINCE was inconvenienced when GRAPHITE STRIDE galloped at the 

1500 metre mark.  

 

KARALTA INVADER underwent a post-race veterinary examination after tiring to be 

beaten in excess of 89 metres. KARALTA INVADER was found to be lame and has been 

stood down until the receipt of a veterinary clearance. 

 

INCOGNITO contacted marker pegs around the final turn when racing in restricted room. 
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MOZASU NZ hung in and contacted marker pegs around the home turn. A warning was 

issued. 

 

Licenced person Braden Howlett was reprimanded for misconduct after an inquiry into his 

behaviour when leaving the Stewards room after this event. 

 

 
RACE 6 – LADBROKES TASMANIA CUP HEAT TWO– 2579 METRES 

 

JOSHUA RICHARD NZ galloped away and has been placed out of the draw in future 

standing start events. 

 

HOLY BASIL NZ galloped away and has been placed on its last chance in the standing start 

draw 

 

SHANNONSTHEMAN was checked after the start by the galloping HOLY BASIL NZ 

 

ARDEN ROANOKE NZ galloped away and will continue to be out of the draw in future 

standing start events. 

 

LIP READER was inconvenienced shortly after the start. 

 

WESTERN SONADOR galloped away and has been placed out of the draw in future 

standing start events. 

 

PERFECT STRIDE NZ was severely checked after the start by the galloping WESTERN 

SONADOR 

 

MESSERATI worked forward in the early stages to lead the event. 

 

RACKEMUP TIGERPIE worked forward to race outside the leader. 

 

ROCK ON PLAYBOY was held up in the early stages before gaining clear running in the run 

to the finish. 

 

SHANNONSTHEMAN broke at the 1000 metre mark and has been placed on his last chance 

to race truly. 

 
RACE 7 – TASMANIAN LABOR ERIC REECE MEMORIAL HEAT TWO– 2090 METRES 

 

STAR ROCKER underwent a pre-race veterinary examination after making contact with the 

outside fence during the preliminary. Acting on vets advice, STAR ROCKER was declared a 

late scratching and has been stood down until receipt of a veterinary clearance.  
 

ROYAL REACTOR broke in the early stages of the score up and has been placed on its last 

chance in the draw in future mobile events. 

 

SURFSUP TIGERPIE was out of position at the start and has been placed on its last chance 

in future mobile events. 

 

PLAYNICE was out of position at the start before breaking shortly after. PLAYNICE will 

continue to be out of the draw in future mobile events. 

 

BLOSSOM GRANT was caught wide early before working forward to the lead. 

 

WHEY BETTER was caught wide early before restraining to the rear of the field. 
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KERALA STAR NZ broke rounding the home turn and has been placed on its last chance to 

race truly. 

 

LORD BAZALUP tired in the run home to be beaten in excess of 58 metres and has been 

placed on its last chance to race competitively. 

 
 

RACE 8 – PRYDES EASIFEED PACE– 2579 METRES 

 

After beginning satisfactorily ITZ MONTANA JET NZ has been reinstated in the mobile 

barrier draw. 
 

CAPTAIN COSMONAUT pulled hard during the event and was held up before gaining clear 

running in the home straight. 

 

FROSTYFLYER pulled hard during the event. 

 

THE BLACK ASSASSIN was held up before gaining clear running late in the event. 

 

JOHN RICHARD underwent a post race veterinary examination after tiring to be beaten in 

excess of 88 metres. No abnormalities were detected and JOHN RICHARD has been placed 

on his last chance to race competitively. 

 
RACE 9 – NUTRIEN SPRINTLANE PACE– 1609 METRES 

 

Stewards held all clear on this event to view the replays in relation to the start. After viewing 

the films it was established that PACIFIC ROCK had galloped simultaneously with the 

starter releasing the field and as such all horses were declared runners. 

 

PACIFIC ROCK galloped out and has been place out of the draw in future mobile events. 

 

CINOCAL JAMANE and WANDARY MUSCAT were severely checked at the start by the 

galloping PACIFIC ROCK. 

 

SWEET SANGRIA hung in and contacted marker pegs. A warning was issued. 

 

WANDARY MUSCAT pulled hard during the event. 

 

EYE SEE DOUBLE pulled hard during the event. 

 
 

RACE 10 – DOWNTON PROPERTY PACE– 2090 METRES 

 

After a confirmed phone call from trainer A Ashwood LIGHTNING JASH was declared a 

late scratching due to an elevated temperature. LIGHTNING JASH will be stood down for a 

period of 28 days which may be varied upon receipt of a veterinary certificate. 

 

REDFOX RAIDER underwent a post race veterinary examination after tiring to be beaten in 

excess of 116 metres. No abnormalities were detected and REDFOX RAIDER has been stood 

down for a period of 14 days and until the completion of 2 satisfactory requalifying trials. 

 

SOMEHOWSOMEWAY pulled hard during the event. 

 

DELIGHTFUL JUNIE tired over the concluding stages to be beaten in excess of 66 metres 

and has been placed on its last chance to race competitively. 
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SUMMARY 

REPRIMANDS NIL 

FINES R2 - T RATTRAY $200 273(2)(b) INSECURE GEAR 

R4 - J DUGGAN $200 156(2)(a) WHIP 

R4 - J CHIBNALL $100 162(1)(j) FAIL TO MAINTAIN 

CPPC 06-03-22 R9 - L OLDER $200 156(2)(a) WHIP 

SUSPENSIONS BHRC 11-03-22 R6 M FORD  2 RACE DATES 163(1)(b)(i)  

FORCE RUNNER WIDER  

HORSE ACTIONS R1 - MARV DREAMING - ODM 

R1 - MARV DREAMING - SD1T 

R3 - THE DUDE NZ - BMD 

R4 - SOMEDAN - SD1T 

R5 - IDEN REACTOR - SD1T 

R5 - KARALTA INVADER - SDVC 

R6 - JOSHUA RICHARD - ODS 

R6 - ARDEN ROANOKE NZ - CODS 

R6 - WESTERN SONADOR - ODS 

R7 - PLAYNICE - CODM 

R8 - ITZ MONTANA JET NZ - BMD 

R9 - PACIFIC ROCK - ODM 

R10 - RED FOX RAIDER - SD14D & SD2T 

LICENSED PERSONS 

ACTIONS 

B HOWLETT REPRIMAND - AHRR231(2) – MISCONDUCT 

 
 

PRE-RACE SWAB SUMMARY 

Race 1 NIL 

Race 2 STAROFREMEMBRANCE  

FORGOT THE WALLET  

Race 3 NIL 

Race 4 SOMEDAN  

Race 5 RESURGENT REBEL 

Race 6 JOSHUA RICHARD NZ  

LIP READER  

MESSERATI  

Race 7 ROAD RUNNER NZ  

Race 8 CAPTAIN COSMONAUT  

HENRY HU NZ  

Race 9 NIL 

Race 10 HES APPLES  

 

 
 

POST-RACE SWAB SUMMARY 

Race 1 BOLT YOUR SOCKS ON 

Race 2 FORGOT THE WALLET 

Race 3 COOLHAND EASTON NZ 

Race 4 CHASING CHEETAHS 

Race 5 SPIKEY BOY NZ 

Race 6 RACKEMUP TIGERPIE 
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Race 7 BLOSSOM GRANT 

Race 8 ITZ MONTANA JET NZ 

Race 9 ASANTE SANA 

Race 10 ITZ MISS AUCKLAND NZ 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY: 

 

BURNIE HARNESS RACING CLUB –Friday 11th March 2022 

Race 6: 7BU Burnie Cup 
 

Stewards today completed an investigation into KUZMA (L Older) being hampered and 

having to restrain passing the 450 metres when racing to the outside of YOUNG ROOSTER 

(M Ford). After questioning drivers and reviewing vision of the incident, Mr Ford was 

charged, and admitted a breach of Rule 163 (1) (b)(i) being that he forced KUZMA wider on 

the track prior to reaching the marker permitting him to do so. After consideration Mr Fords 

licence to drive in races was suspended for two race days. 

 

CARRICK PARK PACING CLUB- Sunday 6th March 2022 

Race 9: Tas Spreading and Spraying Stakes  

Driver L Older, (KADAR) was fined the sum of $200 after pleading guilty to a charge of 

using his whip with more than a wrist only flicking motion. 
 

CHAIR: R BROWN. 
 

**Please note that this report may be subject to review and may 

not be the final version** 

ORI has recently reviewed its Harness policies.  To view the updated policies go to: 
http://www.racing.tas.gov.au/harness_racing/policies_and_rules - ORI Integrity Policy Manual 

Published 16 March 2022 

http://www.racing.tas.gov.au/harness_racing/policies_and_rules

